
The FATE of  Benedict Donald  TYPHOID-trump  in 2021 & Beyond
 

An Aggregated Collection from Across the Internet and Around the World
including Truths, Facts, Reality, Observations, Opinions, and Occasional Humors

With Malice Aforethought and Wanton Malfeasance, a COUP has been enacted against the United States of America, and 
sell-out Treasonous Traitor trump is the witless, gullible, complicit & colluding accomplice / originator, as well as actively 
engaging in Sedition and Insurrection. (and worse than that;  Ignorance is NO excuse;  he IS GUILTY;  as are MANY others)
 

That Thing who conned his way into OUR White House is a racist, sexist, misogynist, homophobic, xenophobic, bigoted, 
cheating, deceitful, dishonest, duplicitous ConMan, Grifter, Crook, Thief, LIAR, BULLY, & Sociopath, an Out-of-Control Toxic 
MegaloMANIAC with laughable Delusions of Grandeur, a Fascist Dictator / Autocrat / Plutocrat / King-deluded Wanna-Be, 
and all-around EPIC FAILURE. (in everything related to his deficient, not-worth-insuring, SAD, miserable, so-called life)
 

trump is a FAKE, a Fraud, and a FALSE, discredited, illegitimate, dishonored “president”, who has severely embarrassed 
America and made us the Laughing Stock of the World. He has tainted & tarnished our in-the-ideal “Shining City On A Hill”
status. He has ruined America, our democratic institutions, our government, and whatever reputation we had in the world.
trump was and still is Unqualified & Unfit for Office, A Clear and Present Danger to the National Security of the United 
States of America, an Enemy of the State, an Enemy of the Constitution, an Enemy of the People, & an Enemy of America.
 
trump is a vile, heinous, ignominious, mentally ill, psychologically unstable ShitMonkey, who is increasingly exhibiting 
some form of dementia and paranoid-based mind crisis. He is mentally fragile, deranged, demented, addled, & senile.
 

trump is an illiterate, hyper-ignorant, inept, incompetent, Pathological Liar & Dullard-Dunce, and is 'suffering' from 
Malignant Narcissistic Personality Toxicity Disorder, at BEST, as well as Self-Embarrassing Highly-Undeserved Egotism.
 

And, like all worthless, hurtful Sociopaths (if not Psychopath), he is inflicting all of it on others, in this case, America herself, 
our citizens, and the World at large. — Including those who are (also) too ignorant, self-destructive, & self-sabotaging to 
realize, understand, and see what is going on, and/or are like him, a.k.a. his PSYCHOphant trump-Trash ShitMonkey 
supporters, minions, cohorts, cronies, & associates, including most “republicans” & ‘conservatives’ & the ruined ONCE-gop 
GQP itself, who all deserve all the bad things life has to offer for their ILLk [sicK]. (if there is ANY Justice in the world)
 

trump has proven himself to be a depraved, morally bankrupt monster, a literal abomination, who is ethically devoid, and 
exceptionally vain, glib, inane, & vapid to unbelievable levels and degrees. This is who and what he is and chooses to be.
 

As an effective if not actual murderer, trump is DIRECTLY responsible for MILLIONS of American Deaths, and so many more
to come, as well as a multitude of others around the world (now & inevitably), via his lies, deceit, & criminally incompetent 
mismanagement regarding the COVID-19 SARS-CoV-2 CoronaVirus Death Pandemic. trump and all the other equally-
responsible grisly ShitMonkeys have blood on their hands and dark, corrupted minds, spirits, and souls.
 

Braggart trump is a disgusting, soulless, petty, wretched, pitiful, pathetic, comical, shameful, shameless, disgraceful, 
uncaring, despicable, deplorable, infantile Quisling KLOWN hyper-flawed LOSER. He is, at best, an Unholy Ghastly Specter.
 

trump bases his life on being beyond greedy in all things, über-selfish, self-interested, self-obsessed, self-centered,
self-preoccupied, and self-absorbed.  trump is lacking in the EXTREME in basic common decency, and true and genuine 
kindness, caring, compassion, & empathy. His lack of humanity is gruesome & literally astounding and unbelievable.
 

On a DAILY basis, to this day, trump SHITS on America,  ALL Americans,  the U.S. Constitution, and all Good and Decent 
things that America used to stand for.  (the last pre-2016 & post-2020; in the ideal, of course, as usual) All with Callous Disregard.
 

trump is obviously not a smart man, and is a sad-assed, low-intelligence, low-IQ, low-energy, perverted, mind-filthy,
Snowflake-Flavored Cupcake craven COWARD. His perverse predilections are vulgar and antithetical to simple common 
decency, minimal standards of morality, and The Rule of Law, all of which he rejects outright at every chance and turn, in 
every way. And when called on his “thinking”, beliefs, and behaviors, he psychologically projects the negativity onto others.
And then doubles and triples down, as per his foolish, obnoxious, sub-adolescent, imbecilic, dumb-ass, hateful asininity.
trump is a defective, repugnant, abhorrent, contemptible, shifty, half-assed-treacherous, insidious, execrable, fatuous ‘Tard.
 

trump MUST be arrested, charged, INDICTED, found GUILTY on ALL counts, and imprisoned for Life for his High Crimes and
Misdemeanors, multiple Felonies, Criminal Culpable Negligence, Reckless Endangerment, Depraved Indifference, and 
Crimes Against Humanity. AND he MUST NEVER be allowed to hold ANY federal office EVER again.  He should also be 
universally publicly SHUNNED & ostracized by ALL truly decent & right-thinking people, & made a Pariah Around the 
World. HOWEVER, our most fervent HOPE and desire should be that Benedict Donald is legally and lawfully EXECUTED for 
Treason. The legal and lawful punishment for Treason is Death. Life in prison is too good for the likes of him.
 

With similar treatment for trump’s family members and ALL the other UNpatriotic UNamerican Treasonous Traitorous 
Troglodytic DREGS of UNsociety ShitMonkeys who support him and are complicit in their collusion to turn America into 
UNamerica, and who are NOT Real and True Americans by any measure or description. They have lost any and all privileges
of American citizenship and Rights thereof, and their lot in life should be, at the very least, relegated to incarceration in 
barbed-wire-fenced FEMA concentration internment camps for the rest of their miserable lives. And they should feel lucky 
for that mercy, as they are not even deserving of that due to their “thinking”, beliefs, speech/writing, and behaviors.
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